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For a finite dimensional space, this reduces to the classical criterion for
existence of a solution of a system of scalar linear equations.
(11.5.7)   Let u be a compact self-adjoint operator in a complex Hilbert
space E. Then:
 (a)	Every element of the spectrum sp(w) is real and k(X) = 1 for every
eigenvalue 1 ^ 0 ofu.
 (b)	Ifl, jjl are two distinct eigenvalues ofu, the eigenspaces E(A) and E(^)
are orthogonal.
 (c)	Let (jun) be the strictly decreasing (finite or infinite) sequence of eigen-
values >0, (vn) the strictly increasing (finite or infinite) sequence of eigenvalues
<0. For each k such that nk (resp. vfc) is defined, let FjJ. (resp. F£) be the orthogonal
supplement of E(/Xj) + • • • + E^.J (resp. E^) + • • - + E(vk^))\ then /^
(resp. vfc) is the largest (resp. smallest) value of the function x -> (u(x) \ x) on the
sphere \\x\\ = 1 in F£ (resp. F£), and the points of that sphere where (u(x) \ x) = nk
(resp. (u(x) | x) = vk) are the points which belong to E(juk) (resp. E(v)fc). Further-
more, \\U\\ =SUpGul5 -Vj).
(d)	The space E is the Hilbert sum (Section 6.4) of the subspaces
(It may happen that either the juw or the vn are absent, but from (c) it
follows that the only case in which there are no eigenvalues ^ 0 is the case
ii = 0.)
For any eigenvalue A ^ 0 of u, we have, for an eigenvector x corresponding
to 1, (u(x) | x) = k(x | x), but (u(x) | x) = (x | u(x)) = (u(x) | x) is real for any
x g E, hence, as (x \ x) is real and ^ 0, A is real. If y = u — 1 • 1E , we therefore
have u* = u, hence i?(E) is the orthogonal supplement of E(A) = v~1(G) by
(11.5.5); this implies that the restriction of v to v(E) is injective, hence, by
definition (see (11 .3.3)) N(A) = E(A), J?(X) = v(E) and therefore A:(A) = 1. This
proves statement (a), and as E(/j) = N(/^) c F(A) for any eigenvalue /x ^ A by
(11 .4.1), we also have proved (b).
We first prove the last part of statement (c). Let p = sup(^t, — v^). Then by
(11.1.2) the mapping C-»(w — C * ie)"~x *s analytic for |£| > p, whence it
follows at once that the mapping £ -+ (1E — ^w)"1 is analytic for |<^| < 1/p.
Now, for <J in a sufficiently small neighborhood of 0, the power series
X {V converges to (1E- ^w)"1 in JS?(E) (8.3.2.1); by (9.9.4) that power
«=o
series converges for every £ such that |^| < 1/p. Furthermore, for each r such
thatO < r < l/p,if Mis the maximum of ||(1 E - ^w)"1!! for |£| = r,theCauchy
inequalities (9.9.5) yield ||wm|| < M/r" < Mp". In particular, if we use (11.5.3),

